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Abstract 

In this article, we define and build the criteria for the testing of hypotheses in 
the physical quantum systems. 

For each quantum state, we construct the measure in the space ( ) ,, SPU  where 

UP  is the space of the pure states of the quantum system, S is the Borel           

algebra-σ  in .UP  The criteria for the checking hypotheses of the quantum 

states we call a measurable map ( ) ( ) ,,2,: Ω→δ SPU  where   is the space 

of the hypothetical states with the topological structure induced by topological 

structure in the space quantum states  2,U  is the space of closed subsets of 

  with the exponential topological structure, and Ω  is the Borel algebra-σ  

subsets in .2  
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1. Quantum Physical Systems 

As known [1] a quantum physical system can represented by a couple 
( ),, U  where U is some algebra-∗C  which Hermit’s the elements that 
are called observables and some set   of positive functionals with norm 
one and called the quantum states of this physical system [2]. We say 
what the functional 1ω  majorizes functional 2ω  if 21 ω−ω  is a positive 
functional. The state ω  quantum physical system is called the pure state 
if it majorizes only functional type 10, ≤λ≤λω  [2]. 

Denote by UP  the set of pure states on algebra-∗C  U. 

In the set of all linear continue functional on algebra-∗C  U, we have 
topological structure which called as weakly topological structure [2] and 
which defined by pre basis: 

( ) { ( ) ( ) },,,2,1,,,,, 21 niuuUuuuV iin …… =ε<ω′−ω∈ω′=ω ∗  

where ,,, UuU i ∈∈ω′ω ∗  accordingly this in the set ,UP  we have the 
topological structure induced from this topological structure. 

Denote by R  the set of Hermit’s elements of U algebra.-∗C  

Lemma. Every linear functional on the U ∗C -algebra uniquely will 
be defined by its values on Banach subspace of Hermit’s elements. 

Proof. It’s known [2] that every element u of algebra-∗C  U uniquely 
represented as ,21 iuu +  where 1u  and 2u  are Hermitian. The lemma is 
proved. 

Every a Hermit’s element R∈u  in the algebra-∗C  U any can be 
represented by integral 

,udpu λ

∞

∞−

λ= ∫  

where { } ( ) uu
R

u ppp λλ∈λλ =2  projectors and represents the partition of 

unity of Hermit’s element R∈u  [4]. 
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Correspond to projector Upp ∈= αα
2  the family { } R

pp ∈λλ
α  of 

elements of the algebra-∗C  U which has the condition: ,0=α
λ
pp  if 

,,1 αλ =<λ α ppp  if 1=λ  and ,Epp =α
λ  if ,1>λ  where E is the unit 

element in the algebra U. It is clear that 

.α
λ

∞

∞−
α λ= ∫ pdpp  

If ,Uu ∈  then by the proved lemma ,21 iuuu +=  where 1u  and 2u  are  

Hermitian elements. The representation such u will be 

.1121
uu dpidpiuuu λ

∞

∞−
λ

∞

∞−

λ+λ=+= ∫∫  

Obviously, if ω  is some linear continue functional on algebra-∗C  U, 

then from lemma and from the last equality we will have 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),212121
uuuu pdipddpdpiuuu λ

∞

∞−
λ

∞

∞−
λ

∞

∞−
λ

∞

∞−

ωλ+ωλ=λω+λω=+ω=ω ∫∫∫∫  

where 1u  and 2u  are Hermit’s elements. 

Let { }αp  be the set of all one dimensional projectors on algebra-∗C  

U and ω  be pure state, then from lemma and the last equality follows 
that this state has the non zero meaning only on some projector 

{ }αα ∈ pp  and the meaning 0 on the other one dimensional projectors. 

Otherwise, we can always construct such functional which will not have 
the type 10, ≤λ≤λω  and well majorized by the pure state .ω  So how, if 

functional ω  is a pure state, then ( ) 02 ≥ω u  for all Hermit’s elements u. 

Let ( ) 0≠ω α′p  and α′ω  such functional, which has the non zero meaning 

ε  only on some projector { }αα′ ∈ pp  and the meaning 0 on the other one 
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dimensional projectors. It is clear, if we take ε  sufficiently small, then we 
can achieve, that for every R∈u  will have place inequality 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .022 ≥ω−ωλ=ω−ω λα′

∞

∞−
α′ ∫ updu  

It means, that the pure state ω  majorize the functional α′ω  which does 

not have the type ,10, ≤λ≤λω  but this is impossible. It follows that the 

pure states are such functional which satisfy the condition 

( ) =ω βα p .αβδ  

An integral representation of Hermit’s elements follows that for the 

pure states αω  have place the equality ( ) ,uu αα λ=ω  where u
αλ  is some 

element of spectrum of Hermit’s element .R∈u  It gives opportunity 

identify every pre state with the set of number { } ,R∈αλ u
u  where 

( ) .uup αα λ=  Consider the Tikhonov’s product ,uu
σ⊗=∑

∈R
 where Ru ⊂σ  

spectrum of element .R∈u   

It is clear, ,∑⊂UP  because UP  the set of such elements in product 

uu
σ⊗=∑

∈R
 which represents linear continue maps with respect to the 

topological structure in ,R  which is defined by the norm: 

{ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )}.,|: 22112211 uuuuuP u
uuU ααααα∈α ω+ω=+ωλ=ωσ∪→ω= kkkk

R
R  

Consequently, in the set ,UP  we have ,uu
σ⊗=∑

∈R
 induced from 

Tikhonov’s product uu
σ⊗=∑

∈R
 topological structure. Lemma follows, 

that this topological structure coincides with the induced topological 
structure from weakly topological structure on set of functionals on       

∗C  algebra U. We can also identify the set UP  with the set of one 

dimensional projectors { }.αp  
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Theorem 1. Every state ∈ω  in space UP  with weakly topological 

structure, defined on the Borel ebralga-σ  of a probability measure .ωµ  

Proof. Let ∈ω  be some state. Consider the positive functionals ν  

on algebra-∗C  whose value is non zero only on one dimensional 

projectors αp  for which ( ) 0≠ω αp  and in addition ( ) ( ).αα ω= ppν  If 

such functional exists, then it is clear that .1≤ω≤ν  

Let new 1ν  and 2ν  such functional and in addition if ( ) ,01 ≠αpν  

then ( ) .02 =αpν  As known [2] for the positive functional has place the 

equality ,2121 νννν +=+  for our case it follows .121 ≤+ νν  

Consider the subset { }
βαp  of ,UP  such positive functional ,1, ≤νν  if 

this exists, which values on the elements of this subset are coincide to 
corresponding values of the state ω  and the relevance {{ }} ,: Rp →µ

βαω  

which defined by the equality ({ }) .ν=µ
βαω p  This relevance can not be 

identified for every subset in ,UP  but it is σ -additive. Indeed, for 

functionals 1ν  and 2ν  whose satisfied the condition: if ( ) ,01 ≠αpν  then 

( ) ,02 =αpν  has place equality .2121 νννν +=+  

For finite sum ,21 nννν +++ …  where every iν  such that if 

( ) ,0≠αpiν  then ( ) 0=ραjν  when ji ≠  also has place the equality 

.12121 ≤+++=+++ nn νννννν ……  

Let the given series of positive functionals ,21 …… ++++ nννν  where 

every iν  such that if ( ) 0≠αpiν  then ( ) 0=ραjν  when .ji ≠  This 

series is converge, otherwise the norm of the functional ∈ω  will not be 
one. 

The sum of this series is ( ).lim 21 nn
ννν +++

∞→
…  

( ) .1limlim 2121 ≤+++=+++
∞→∞→ nnnn

νννννν ……  
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If limit include in norm symbol we obtain equality 

( ) ( ).limlim 2121 nnnn
νννννν +++=+++

∞→∞→
……  

It follows that 

,12121 ≤++++=++++ ………… nn νννννν  

It means that relevance {{ }} Rp →µ
βαω :  is σ -additive. 

If ∈ω  is pure state then the according measure will be the Dirac’s 
measure [2]. In space UP  with weakly topological structure the closure of 

set such points whose elements represents all projectors on which state 
∈ω  are different from zero is called as support of this state. It is 

denoted so: .ωSupport  

Let { }
βαp  be the closed subset in space UP  with weakly topological 

structure. Consider set { } .ω∩
βα Supportp  The functional ,ν  which 

coincide to ∈ω  on this intersection and is zero on the other one 
dimensional projectors will be continue, it follows that ν  is positive [2]. 

It is clear that .1≤ν  It means that the relevance {{ }} ,: Rp →µ
βαω  

({ }) ν=µ
βαω p  is defined for all closed subsets of UP  with weakly 

topological structure. 

If { }
βαp  is the closed subset in UP  consider { } ,\ ω∩

βα SupportpPU  

there exists such 1, ≤νν  positive functional that ({ }) .ν=µ
βαω p  Let 

ν  be such functional which coincide to ∈ω  functional on this 
intersection and is zero on other one dimensional projectors. This 
functional is continue and therefore positive. It is clear that .1 νν −=  

We will assume ({ { }}) .\ ν=µ
βαω pPU  It follows that the relevance 

{{ }} ({ }) ν=µ→µ
ββ αωαω pRp ,:  is also defined for open subsets of UP  

with weakly topology. So ultimately we built the probability measure on 
the Borel algebra-σ  of space UP  with weakly topological structure.  
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The theorem is proved. 

We call space UP  with weakly topological, as space of quantum 

physical system. If algebra-∗C  U has a unit, then in the space ∗U  with 

weakly topological structure the set of al state   is convex compact set 
and represent convex linear combination of pure states nζζζ ,,, 21 …  

from the set :UP  

,1,0,
1

2211 =≥ζ++ζ+ζ=ω ∑
=

i

n

i
inn kkkkk …  

or limit of sequence ,,,, 21 lωωω …  where ,2211
llllll kkk

ll nnl ζ++ζ+ζ=ω …  

1,0
1

=≥ ∑
=

ll kk i

n

i
i

l
 [2]. This means, that elements of set UP  are the 

extreme points of set [2]. 

Because each state u∈ω  define sprobabiliti measure ωµ  on couple 

( ),, SPU  where S is borel algebra-∗C  therefore it ease to show, that 

every ωµ  represent convex linear combination 

,1,0,
11

=≥µ=µ ∑∑
=

ζ
=

ω i

n

i
ii

n

i
i kkk  

of Dirak measures iζµ  where niPUi ,,2,1, …=∈ξ  or limit of sequense 

{ } ,Nnn ∈ωµ  where 1,0,
1

21 21
=≥µ++µ+µ=µ ∑

=
ζζζω

n
i

l

i

n
l

n
n

nn
n
lllnnn kkkkk …  

[2]. 

For every state ,∈ω  we have ( ) ,1=ω λ

∞

∞
∫ uEd


 therefore it is easy 

that the value of quantum state on observable R∈u  is the middle value 
of this observable. The value ( ) Ru ∈ω  is called the middle value of 

observable R∈u  of quantum physical system in the state .∈ω  
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All told above follows that a quantum physical system is object 

( ),,,,, ∈ωµωSPU U  

where U is some algebra,-∗C  Hermit element of which are called 

observables of this system, UP  is the space of quantum system, S is Borel 

σ -algebra in ωµand,UP  is the probability measure defined by state 

.∈ω  

2. Criteria of Checking Hypotheses of Quantum  
States of Quantum Physical Systems 

The space of quantum system is location of quantum particles 
therefore the supports of states can ∈ω  covers this space that is 

.UPSupp =ω∪
∈ω 

 

Let given a quantum physical system 

( ),,,,, ∈ωµωSPU U  

and Ω  the Borel’s algebra-σ  in the space 2  of closed subsets in   with 

exponential topological structure, which is induced from weakly 
topological structure. 

Definition 1. We say, that the quantum physical system ( ,,, SPU U  

)∈ωµω,  admits criteria for checking hypotheses of finding in states 

∈ω  with probability ,10, ≤α≤α≥p  if there exists measurable map 

( ) ( ),,2,: Ω→δ SPU  

which satisfied condition 

{ ( ) } ,2| α≥=⊂∈ω=δ∈µω pxPx U
  

for all state .∈ω  
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Definition 2. The value ( ) { ( ) }ω≠δ∈µ=δ ωω xPxp U |  is called the 

probability of kind-ω  of mistake for δ  criteria. 

It is easy, that a map ( ) ( )Ω→δ ,2,: SPU  then, and only then 
represents consistent criteria for checking hypotheses of finding in the 
state ∈ω  with the probability 10, ≤α≤α≥p  when the value 

( ) { ( ) } α−<=ω≠δ∈µ=δ ωω 1| qxPxp U  for all states .∈ω  

Theorem 2. Let x  be the closure in   of set of all such states ∈ω  

which supports contains the point ,UPx ∈  then the map 

( ) ( ),,2,: Ω→δ SPU  

where ( ) ,xx =δ  is continue. 

Proof. The basis in space 2  is consists of sets: 

( ) { },,,2,1,;|2,,,
121 k
k

k …… =∅≠∩∪⊂∈=
=

iOBOBBOOOV iii
  

where kOOO ,,, 21 …  is open sets in space   with topological structure 
which induced from weakly topological structure. Let W be an open set in 

the space .2  We will show that the set ( )W1−δ  is also open. The sets 

( ),,,, 21
ββα

β
β

= kOOOVW …∪  where 

( ) { }.,,2,1,;|2,,,
111 β

ββ
=

φββ =∅≠∩∪⊂∈=
β

β
k

k

k …… iOBOBBOOOV iii
  

Supports of  ∈ω  cover ,UP  therefore ( ) SupportW
ii Oi

∪∪∪
ββ

β

∈ω=β

− =δ
k

1

1  .βωi  

The set β

=β

β

i
i

O∪∪
k

1
 is opened. If ( )W1−δ  is not opened there exists pure 

state ( ).1 WFr −
α δ∈ω  If ,ω∈ωα Support  where ,

1

β

=β

β

∈ω i
i

O∪∪
k

 then 
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,
1

β

=β

β

∈ω i
i

OFr ∪∪
k

 but ,,
1

∅=β

=β

β

i
i

OFr ∪∪
k

 it follows, that we have the 

contradiction, our assumption of existence ( )WFr 1−
α δ∈ω  is false. It 

follows that the set ( )W1−δ  is opened and δ  continue. The theorem is 
proved. 

Each continue map is measurable, therefore if for δ  

{ ( ) } ,2| α≥=⊂∈ω=δ∈µω pxPx U
  

then quantum physical system admits criteria for checking hypotheses of 
finding in states ∈ω  with probability .α≥p  

Definition 3. A quantum physical system is called orthogonal if for 
each two quantum state ω′≠ω∈ω′ω ,,   corresponding measures ,ωµ  

ω′µ  are orthogonal, i.e., there exists subset UPN ⊂ω′  such that 
( ) 1=µ ω′ω N  and ( ) .0\ =µ ω′ω′ NPU  

Definition 4. Quantum physical system ( )∈ωµω ,,,, SPU U  is 
called the strongly separable quantum physical system if there exist 
disjoint family S-measurable sets { }∈ωω,X  such that the relations 
are fulfilled: ( ) .1=µ∈ω∀ ωω X  

Remark. It’s known that every strongly separable quantum physical 
system are orthogonal [3]. 

Definition 5. We say, that the quantum physical system ( ,,, SPU U  
)∈ωµω,  admits consistent criteria for checking hypotheses of finding 

in states ∈ω  with probability ,10, ≤α≤α≥p  if there exists 
measurable map 

( ) ( ),,2,: Ω→δ SPU  

which satisfied condition 

{ ( ) } ,12| =⊂∈ω=δ∈µω
xPx U  

for all state .∈ω  
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Theorem 3. If quantum physical system ( )∈ωµω ,,,, SPU U  is 

strongly separable, then it admits consistent criteria for checking 
hypotheses of finding in states .∈ω  

Proof. The Theorem 2 tells us that there exists continue map 

( ) ( ),,2,: Ω→δ SPU  

which defined by formula ( ) .xx =δ  For our case { ( ) ω=δ∈µω xPx U |  

} .12 =⊂∈    

The theorem is proved. 

The Theorem 3 and remark, which are made above, follow, that every 
orthogonal quantum physical system admits consistent criteria for 
hypotheses. 
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